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In the RFX experiment quite different behaviours are observed during die setting-up of. the

Reversed Field Pinch magnetic field configuration, in particular when the safety factor q(a)

assumes the rational values critical for resonance of MHD modes. The control of the density

plays a crucial roles during this phase: the start-up is much better when the density is kept as

high as possible, by gas puffing, by high influx of gas from the vacuum vessel first wall or by

pellet injection. At high density in particular the current continues to rise even during the most

unstable phase, the amplitude of the modes excited is smaller and lower radiation emission and

impurity content in the plasma are found. On the contrary, at low density strong turbulence is

observed and the plasma current drops so rapidly that in some cases the RFP configuration is

not achieved.

In order to study the above behaviour, a large database of discharges has been analysed,

correlating the measurements of electron density and magnetic profiles, total radiation and of

line emission by impurity ions. The favourable dependence of the start-up phase on density is

confirmed both in terms of higher maximum plasma current, lower magnetic mode energy,

lower impurity content, lower radiation emission and magnetic profiles closer to the minimum

energy Bessel Function Model state.

A possible interpretation is presented which links the enhanced impurity influxes to the

influence of stronger production of runaway electrons caused by larger values of the E/Ec

parameter (applied electric filed / Dreicer field). Increased radiation cooling and current density

profile modification would follow, leading to increased MHD activity and RFP magnetic

profiles farther form the BFM state.
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